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Clicker Connect App
Introduction
Clicker Connect is Cricksoft’s app that allows for building sentences and writing using word
clusters to support the writing process. Lead students through the structure of sentences and
composition by offering them suggested word ideas every step of the way.

Learning Objectives
Completion of this tutorial will give you experience with the following:
•

How to create a Connect Set in the Clicker Connect App

This tutorial assumes
•

That you have the Clicker Connect App on an iPad
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How to Create a Connect Set
Create a Connect Set

1

To create a Connect Set, go to Edit
View, tap the icon and choose New
Connect Set
Alternatively, tap the folder icon, tap
the plus sign, and choose Connect
Set to create a new Connect Set at
the current location.
Working with grids: name it and
customize it
•
•
•

2

•

Name the new Connect Set
Click Create
Now begin to Edit by typing a
Name under Grid Name on
the top white bar
Next click onto one of the
clusters Content Box and
start writing out words,
phrases or sentences in each
of the cells.

Note: to make a phrase/ multiple
words you need to add Brackets () or
[] surrounding the words in one cell
Add, Resize, and Delete Clusters

3

To add a cluster, select another
cluster and tap the plus icon
To resize the cluster, drag the red
handles
To delete a cluster, tap the trash can
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Working with Cells
Each cluster contains one or more
cells, which can contain words,
punctuation, and pictures

4

To add or delete cells you must be in
Edit mode
To select a cell, tap the cluster it
belongs to and then tap the cell. The
selected cell will have a red outline.
Edit a Cell
To change a selected cell’s text, tap
the Cell Text box.

5

To hide a selected cell’s text, turn off
Show Text (it will still be sent when
tapped)
To add a cell, select another cell and
tap the plus icon
To delete a selected cell, tap the
trash icon
Add a Picture to a Cell
To add a picture to a selected cell:
•

6

•
•

Tap the camera icon to take a
photo
Tap the picture icon to
search CrickPix or browse
your iPad’s photo library
Tap the x to remove the
current picture

To adjust the picture, use pinchzoom and drag
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